Drive by Responses to...

... it's not in my scope of practice ...I'm liable for errors, breakage.
...My license can be revoked. ...It's unethical

Drive by Responses to...

... home is dark, blinds closed...
... dirty .... no where to sit
... TV is too loud ...phone always rings
Drive by Responses to....

... caregivers do not have realistic expectations
... they expect too much
... not enough

Drive by Responses to....

... there are no toys
   no materials...
   no routines
Drive by Responses to...

… they always just sit in the living room with me.
… They watch me … don’t want me in any other room
… don’t offer any ideas, routines

Drive by Responses to...

… I need to do “hands on” to explain what they need to do
… I can’t describe it to someone else unless I’m doing it
… They say “yes” to everything I suggest but they don’t do anything when I’m not there … No matter how many different things I tell them to do, they don’t seem to ever do anything! Why keep trying???

… The physician said the child needs PT (or OT or ST) 2x a week and it’s my responsibility to fill the prescription the way the doctor says.
... The child care staff doesn't want me in their way.
... I distract the other kids so I just leave and work with the child by myself.

... I don't see the parents when I work with the kids at child care..
... Why is this better than working in a clinic?
Drive by Responses to...

... The house is dark and dirty
... Bugs, dogs, cats, smoke, it’s scary
... There are new people every week
... How is this the right way for service

Drive by Responses to...

A SLP on your team states that she can’t be the Primary Provider for a child with Down Syndrome because he has motor needs.
Stacy has 20+ years of experience and has always achieved great outcomes with kids using her materials and toys. Why not continue the toy bag.

Ari has severe disabilities and needs everything!!! Lots of everything!!! How can this all be embedded in daily routines?
Billy’s dad works nights, and his mom works days. Casey gets up where he wants, meals aren’t on any schedule... it doesn’t appear there are routines. Should the child be seen in the chilic?

Mom is quiet. She smiles and agrees to everything, but you know she is not doing any of the homework you leave.